


                 Assessment Scheme 
                    For Biology 9th Part I Session 2012-13 & ONWARD  

           Time: 03:00 hrs            Total Marks:- 75 
 

Sr. 
No Chapters Weightage Distribution 

of Marks 

M.C.Qs Short Answer Questions  Essay Type Questions 
 

Questions relating to 
Practicals 

Allotted Marks  12 Allotted Marks 32 Allotted Marks 21 Allotted Marks 10 

Q. to be asked 12 
Q. to be attempted 12 

Q. to be asked 25 
Q. to be attempted 16 

Q. to be asked 5    
Q. to be attempted 3 

Q. to be asked 3   
Q. to be attempted 2 

Time 15 Minutes                                                       Time 2 Hours & 45 Minutes 

K U A 
Total 

Marks 
K U A 

Total 
Marks 

K U A 
Total 

Marks 
 

1 
Introduction of 

Biology 
10 % 10 1 1 - 2 1 1 - 4 - - 1 4 

Question No. 10 =5marks 2 
Solving a 
Biological 
Problem 

5  % 5 1 - - 1 - 1 1 4 - - - - 

3 Biodiversity 9  % 8 1 - - 1 1 - 1 4 - 1 - 3 
4 Cell Cycle 9  % 9 - 1 - 1 1 1 - 4 - - 1 4 

5 
Cells and 
Tissues 

16  % 15 1 1 - 2 1 1 1 6 - 2 - 4+3 
Question No.11=  5marks 

6 Enzymes 10  % 10 1 - - 1 1 2 - 6 - 1 - 3 
7 Bioenergetics 8  % 8 - 1 - 1 - 1 1 4 - - 1 3 
8 Nutrition 17  % 17 1 1 - 2 1 2 1 8 - 1 1 3+4 

Question No.12 =5 marks 
9 Transport 16  % 15 - 1 - 1 2 2 1 10 - 1 - 4 

Total 100  % 97+15=112 12 50 35 15 
 Important Note:-  1)   K= Knowledge.  U= understanding / Comprehensive   A= Application & Analysis 
 2)  This scheme of Assessment is prepared as per 33% choice in short answer questions, essay questions & questions relating to practicals.  

3)  In order to promote the cause of concept based learning at least 10 % Questions must be unseen questions or of daily life but relating to specified learning outcomes of 
Curricula & Syllabi. This portion will increase @ 10% annually but not more than 30%. 

 4)  The questions relating to practical will be asked from the practical Note Book as per chapter were detail given in the curriculum and syllabi 2006.  
 5)  The Practical will be conducted at the end of 10th Class which is mandatory to qualify for award of certificate. 
       The Practical assessment will be made in the form of grading as per following criteria.  
 A+= 90% & above, A=80% to 89%, B= 70% to 79%, C= 60% to 69%, D= 50% to 59%, E= 40% to 49%, F= Fail = 40% & below 



(I) ��� � ��� 2012-13 ��� �� ����� �������
12 �� Paper Code  ---- � 15 ���

������	�����	��������
����	������� D 	�� C , B , A ���	���� - ���
��������
�������������������	����	�����
�

Note:-  You have four choices for each objective type question as A, B, C and D.  The choice which you think is correct; fill 

that circle in front of that question number.  Use marker or pen to fill the circles. Cutting or filling two or more circles 

will result in zero mark in that question.

( D ) ( C ) ( B ) ( A ) QUESTIONS      

��
Nitrogen

��

Oxygen

���
Carbon

�����
Hydrogen

The element            ��� 65% 	�����	 

���	��
���
 makes 65 % of the total mass of living organism is 

1

����
����

Organism

����
Organ System

���
Organ

�

Tissue

������	����������������
Cells perfoming similar functions are organized into groups

called

2

�
Principle

�
Law

���

Theory

�
Results

	��������	��������	����	���

The Hypotheses that stand the test of �����
����
time, often tested and never rejected, are called                     

3
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�
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��
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����
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�
����
��

���	�������

Augustus Rivinus introduced the Taxon of

4
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�	����

Ribosomes

��� �
���

Lysosomes

��������
Site of protein synthesis in the cell is

5
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Pinocytosis
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�
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Phagocytosis

	�����

Endocytosis

	������	������		������
The process through which bulky material is exported from the

cell

6
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������	����	�����	�����
The chromosomes arrange themselves along the

equator of the cell in phase
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Optimum temperature for the maximum working

speed of human enzyme is
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���
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�����
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Process of Glycolysis occurs in
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�
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��
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	�����	 

�����
��	��	������	��
The element used for the formation of fruit and nut

in plants is
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�
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�
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�
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��	�	������	��������
The example of insoluble dietary fiber in human

food is
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Rate of Transpiration doubles with how much

degree centigrade rise in temperature.
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(I) ��� � ��� 2012-13 ��� �� �� �������
63 �� � 2.45 ���

Part ------------------------ I zzzzXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZZZZzzzzwwww

2.  Answer any six parts from the following.                          ( 6x2=12 )                               XXXXÃÃÃÃððððÐÐÐÐZZZZYYYYÆÆÆÆ™™™™,,,,XXXX 2

��	��
������� (ii) �������
"#$%&�
�
����	������ (i)       

� ��	���	�������������
����� (iv) ����������� (iii)   

	������	�
��������	���	�	�
������ (v) 

����������������������� (vi)    

	
'����� 
��	�����	��	��	����
�	������	���� (vii)

	�������� (ix)          �	����(����	 

��
������
���	���� (viii)     

(i)  Give any two applications of Horticulture in daily life.   (ii)  Differentiate between population and community.    

(iii)  Biotechnology helps mankind, justify.  (iv)  Define quantitative and qualitative observation giving one example of each.

(v) Explain why biologists report the result of their findings at National and International level.  (vi) Give two reasons for the

exclusion of Kingdom Fungi from Kingdom Plantae.  (vii) Eucalyptus is harmful for other plants growing near it. Explain. 

(viii) Differentiate between benign and malignant tumors.  (ix)  Give two advantages of Apoptosis.

3.  Answer any five parts from the following.                          ( 5x2=10 )                ZZZZYYYYÆÆÆÆ™™™™,,,,XXXX XXXXÃÃÃÃððððÐÐÐÐ 3

�	�	������	��� (ii) ��������	������� (i)       

	����	��	���������
��	��� (iv) ����
	�����
���� (iii)   

���	������� 37C ���
���)� 
���
���	�� (v) 

			�����	�����
�������	��� (vi)     

	����	��	�� (vii)

	��	�� �* 
���������	��	�	���
	���	����� (viii)   

(i)  Give two function performed by Cytoplasm.   (ii)  Cell works as an open system. Explain.   (iii)  Show the effect of

hypotonic soloution on animal and plant cell.   (iv)  Enzymes lower the  activation energy of chemical reaction. Explain two

methods.   (v)  Birds have high body temperature than mammals. What would happen to the activity of a bird's enzyme if it

is given temperature of 37C.   (vi)  Induced-fit model of enzyme action is more acceptable than lock and key model of

enzyme action. Justify.  (vii)  Explain redox reactions in living organisms.   (viii) Compare aerobic and anaerobic respiration

with respect to site of occurrence and final products.

4.  Answer any five parts from the following.                          ( 5x2=10)                  ZZZZYYYYÆÆÆÆ™™™™,,,,XXXX XXXXÃÃÃÃððððÐÐÐÐ 4

���������	��
����� ��


��
!
�		��	��� (i)       

	���
���'��� �

�	��	���'��� �


�
��	����������
����
�	���
� (ii)      

�	���	�	�������	�����	��� (iii)   

�
��"+�� �
����	����	��	��������		��
��
�	�
��� (iv)     

���	����
���	���� (vi)     	��	����� (v) 

�"�,* 
��������	��
	����������������� (vii)

	����	��	����
����* 

�	"��� 
�������� (viii)  

(i)  Explain the effect of deficiency of Nitrogen and magnesium on the plants.  (ii)  If we supply inorganic and organic

fertilizers to  plants, which one whould be first available to the plants for uptake and why?   (iii)  Balanced diet differs with

age and gender. Explain.   (iv)  Pepsin is a powerful protein digesting enzyme. It does not digest the stomcach walls, which

are mostly proteins. Justify.  (v)  Give harmful and beneficial aspects of transpiration.   (vi)  Differentiate between source

and sink.   (vii)  Patients bleed from the nose, gums and under the skin in dengue fever. Give reason.

(viii)  Define universal donors and universal recipients.

P.T.O.



( 2 )

Part ------------------------ II zzzzXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXŠŠŠŠzzzzxxxx

Note:  Attempt any three questions.                                          (7x3=21) ÃÃÃÃððððÐÐÐÐ&&&&ÎÎÎÎZZZZÑÑÑÑ]]]]ÆÆÆÆ™™™™,,,,XXXX ââââ^̂̂̂XXXX

(3) �����������	��	������
��� ��	�� 5

5.

(4) �����
���������	����������	�� ���
     (b)  Which professions can be adopted after biological studies? Explain any four. 

(3) ��-�. �������	
��	��
��	�� ��	�� 6

6.   (a)  Explain three main types of organisms placed in Kingdom Protista.

(4) �������	�		������� ���

      (b)  Discuss four phases of interphase during cell cycle. 

(3) ��	��	��

����	����	��������� 7

7.   (a) How energy is released during oxidation reduction reactions in living organisms.

(4) 	�
/��(��0





��������	
������	�����	�� ���

     (b) Explain structure, location and function of any four types of Epithelial tissue.

(3) ��	�����	�
	��	����	�� 8

8.   (a) Explain uses of enzymes in any three industries.

(4) ����	�����	����

      (b) Describe any four effects of malnutrition on humans.

(3) ��	�������	����������	�	�

�	���� 9

9.    (a) Discuss function of three secretions added in the Duodenum part of small intestine.

(4) ������������������
/��(� ���.







�������

       (b) How blood disorder Leukemia is different from another disorder Thalassaemia?

Part ------------------------ III Practical Part zzzzXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXÎÎÎÎxxxx

Note: Attempt any two questions       (5x2=10) ���������	����
(3) ���
�	������	����	��������
�� �	���� -10

8. (a) You observed Flower of Brassica campestris (Mustard). Draw it's diagram and label any two parts.

(2) ���������	���
�	��������	��������

   (b) You observed Bony Fish. Write down it's four characteristics.

 (3) �	�����������������
������	��	�������� -11

9. (a) You have studied prepared slides of mitosis. Draw diagrams of Metaphase, Anaphase and Telophase.

(2) ��������1
���2�
�
����������
���������
	��������������

   (b) You have performed the experiment of necessity of light for photosynthesis. How and why will you destarch the leaf.

(3) � �	�����������	������
��������������	�	�
�������������� -10

10. (a) You have performed the experiment to find the pathway of water in the plant. Describe the pathway taken by water

through the stem to the leaf by drawing the diagram as revealed by your experiment. 

(2) ��������	
������������	
���	�����

     (b) You observed different types of Bacteria. Writw down names of any four types and draw their diagram.



           Assessment Scheme 
                    For Chemistry 9th Part I Session 2012-13 & ONWARD  

           Time: 03:00 hrs            Total Marks:- 75 
 

Sr. 
No Chapters Weightage Distribution 

of Marks 

M.C.Qs Short Answer Questions  Essay Type Questions 
 

Questions relating to 
Practicals 

Allotted Marks  12 Allotted Marks 32 Allotted Marks 21 Allotted Marks 10 

Q. to be asked 12 
Q. to be attempted 12 

Q. to be asked 25 
Q. to be attempted 16 

Q. to be asked 5    
Q. to be attempted 3 

Q. to be asked 3   
Q. to be attempted 2 

Time 15 Minutes                                                       Time 2 Hours & 45 Minutes 

K U A 
Total 

Marks 
K U A 

Total 
Marks 

K U A 
Total 

Marks 
 

1 
Fundamentals of 
Chemistry  

17 16 - 1 1 2 2 2 2 6 2 4 2 8 

Question No. 10 =5marks 

2 
Structure of 
atoms 

10 10 - 1 - 1 2 4 - 6 1 2 - 3 

3 
Periodic Table & 
Periodicity of 
Properties  

12 12 1 - 1 2 2 4 - 6 1 3 - 4 

4 
Structure of 
Molecules  

12 12 1 1 - 2 4 2 - 6 - 4 - 4 

5 
Physical state of 
Matter 

11 10 1 - - 1 4 2 - 6 1 2 - 3 

Question No.11=  5marks 
6 Solutions 12 12 1 - - 1 4 4 - 8 - - 3 3 
7 Electrochemistry 17 17 - 2 - 2 - 6 2 8 4 - 3 7 

8 
Chemical 
Reactivity  

09 08 1 - - 1 2 2 - 4 - 3 - 3 
Question No.12 =5 marks 

Total 100% 97+15 5 5 2 12 20 26 4 50 9 18 8 35                      15 
 Important Note:-  1)   K= Knowledge.  U= understanding / Comprehensive   A= Application & Analysis 
 2)  This scheme of Assessment is prepared as per 33% choice in short answer questions, essay questions & questions relating to practicals.  

3)  In order to promote the cause of concept based learning at least 10 % Questions must be unseen questions or of daily life but relating to specified learning outcomes of 
Curricula & Syllabi. This portion will increase @ 10% annually but not more than 30%. 

 4)  The questions relating to practical will be asked from the practical Note Book as per chapter were detail given in the curriculum and syllabi 2006.  
 5)  The Practical will be conducted at the end of 10th Class which is mandatory to qualify for award of certificate. 
       The Practical assessment will be made in the form of grading as per following criteria.  
 A+= 90% & above, A=80% to 89%, B= 70% to 79%, C= 60% to 69%, D= 50% to 59%, E= 40% to 49%, F= Fail = 40% & below 
 



(I) ��� � ��� 2012-13 ��� �� ����� ������

12 �� Paper Code  � 15 ���
����	�
�����
�������������
������ D 
�� C , B , A ���
����� - ���

����	���������������������������
�����		
Note:-  You have four choices for each objective type question as A, B, C and D.  The choice which you think is correct; fill 

that circle in front of that question number.  Use marker or pen to fill the circles. Cutting or filling two or more circles 

will result in zero mark in that question.

( D ) ( C ) ( B ) ( A ) QUESTIONS S.No

0.24 0.21 0.18 0.15 The number of     �
���
����	 CO2 
� 8

moles in 8 grams of CO2 is equivlent to:

1

C2H5OH CH3CoOH C12H22O4 C6H12O6 
��
��	 CH2O

CH2O is the empirical formula of:

2

32 18 8 2 ��
�
����	 N-Shell

The maximum electrons in N-shell are:

3

Sr Hg Cl Zn ���������	

The lightest metal at room temperature is:

4

+ 3 + 2 + 1 Zero The                  �����	 ���� 18 ��

Oxidation states of group 18 elements are

5

�
Five

��

Four

�

Three

��

Two

The number     �����	 

����
����	 C2H2

 of covalent bonds in C2H2 molecule are:

6

��

Nitrogen

�����

Hydrogen

��
�

Boron

���

Flourine



���
�������	
��
�	
A dative bond is formed between ammonia
and boron triflourides, the donor atom is:

7

10.3 gcm-3 9.3 gcm-3 7.86 gcm-3 2.70 gcm-3 ��������	

The density of gold is:

8

���� 

�
��

Methyl alcohol

�

Water




Liquid Ammonia


��� 

�
��

CH3COOH

����	�������	

The universal solvent in the following is:

9

+7 +5 +3 +1 ����

���	 HNO3

The oxidation state of Nitrogen in HNO3 is:

10

����	������
��	

Which of the following is reduction  reaction?

11

ÚÚÚÚnnnn,,,,ßßßßnnnn����nnnnÜÜÜÜ

Magnesium

�
Potassium

��

Silver

��
Gold

The most          �	 reactive metal �

 reactive metal among the following  is:

12



(I) ��� � ��� 2012-13 ��� �� �� �� ����
63 �� � 2.45 ���

Part ------------------------ I zzzzXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZZZZzzzzwwww

2. Answer briefly any FIVE parts from the following           5x2=10   ŠŠŠŠgggg̀`̀̀ffffssss~~~~ÐÐÐÐÃÃÃÃððððZZZZ™™™™,,,,XXXX XXXX2

��
��	 Relative atomic mass C-12 (i)  

       (i) Define relative atomic mass based on C-12 scale.

  (ii) Calculate the formula mass of Potassium Sulphate.                                   �����
�����	���	 (ii)

          The atomic mass of elements are;             K = 39 amu,           S = 32 amu,        O = 16 amu  

  (iii)  Differentiate between molecule and molecular ion.                                             �����	 

�
�������	 

��������
���	 (iii)

(iv)  State four uses of isotope.                                                                                             ���	
�

�����
���	 (iv)

(v)  Differentiate between shell and sub shell.                                                                �
��������
���	 (v)

(vi)  Write the reaction of chlorine with hydrogen and water.                                �����
���	������	 (vi)

(vii)  Compare two physical properties of metals and non-metals.                 ���
����������

��

���	 (vii)

(viii) State two properties of positve rays                                                                       �
�
����������	 viii�

3. Answer briefly any SIX parts from the following           6x2=12   ŠŠŠŠgggg̀`̀̀ffffssss~~~~ÐÐÐÐÃÃÃÃððððÐÐÐÐZZZZ™™™™,,,,XXXX XXXX3

(i)  Define electron affinity with an example.                                             ��
��	 Electron Afinity ����	 (i)

(ii)  Distinguish between period and group in periodic table.                                             
�������
���	 (ii)

(iii)  State the four salient features of Periodic Law.                                                              ������

��	 (iii)

(iv)  Differentiate between lone pair and bond pair of electron.                        ������ �
����� �
������	 
�
�� (iv)

(v)  State the Octet and Duplet rules.                                                                        ������
����
�����
��	 (v)

(vi)  Define ionic bond with an example.                                                                  �
�
������	�
��	 (vi)

(vii)  Describe melting and boiling point of solids.                                             ������
���������
��� (vii)

(viii)  State the Charles's law.  Also write its mathematical representation.                ���������
��
��
��	�
��	 (viii)

(ix)  Describe two factors on which evaporation depneds upon.      �
������
�	����	 Evaporation (ix)

4. Answer briefly any FIVE parts from the following         5x2=10    ŠŠŠŠgggg̀`̀̀ffffssss~~~~ÐÐÐÐÃÃÃÃððððZZZZ™™™™,,,,XXXX XXXX4

�����������
������	 (i)   

(i)  Justify with an example that the solubility of salt increases with the increase in temperature.

(ii)  Differentiate between true solution and colloidal solution.      ��������	 Colliodal Solution 
�� True Solution (ii)

(iii)  Define aqueous solution with an example.                                          �����	�
��	 Aqueous Solution(iii)

(iv)  Calculate the oxidation number of chlorine in KClO3 .                                      �����������	 KClO3 (iv)

 (v)  Differentiate between electrolytic cell and galvanic cell.           ��������	 Galvanic Cell 
�� Electrolytic Cell (v)

(vi)  Differentiate between valency and oxidation state.                                              ������ 
�
�����������	 (vi)

(vii)  Differentiate between oxidizing and reducing agents.                         ��
���
���������	 (vii)

           (viii) Difine Saturated solution and give example                                                                                      ���	
���� 
���	��
��	
������ viii�

P.T.O.



( 2 )

Part ------------------------------- II zzzzXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXŠŠŠŠzzzzxxxx
Note: Attempt any THREE questions.   7x3=21  ÃÃÃÃððððÐÐÐÐ&&&&ÎÎÎÎZZZZÑÑÑÑ]]]]ÆÆÆÆ™™™™,,,,XXXX ââââ^̂̂̂XXXX

4 ��
�
�������
���	 6 
�
�������	 

���
��	 (a) 	5

5.  (a)  Define mole and molecule.  Calculate  number of moles, and number of molecules in 6 g of water.(1+1+1+1)

3                                       ��������������
��
��������	 (b)

(b)  Describe Rutherford's atomic model . Also state the Observations  made by Rutherford. (1+1+1)           

4 ��
���
���������
���������	 ((((a) X) X) X) X6

6.  (a) Describe the formation of covalent bond. Explain single, double and triple covalent bond with example. (2+1+1+1)

3 �	 ææææmmmm††††ppppÊÊÊÊnnnnÓÓÓÓnnnn����àààà Experimental �
�������
��	
�� (b)

(b)   Define the Boyle's law. Explain the experimental verification of Boyle's law.  (1+2)

7.  (a)  Describe four rules for assigning oxidation number.          ( 1 x 4 )                  ��������
�	 (a) 	7

3 
�!"�
��
��
�	�����

��

���	 (b)

(b)  Compare and contrast three chemical properties of Alkali metal and Alkaline earth metal.     ( 1 x 3 )

4 
�
�

#���
�


����
����������	
�������	 ((((a XXXX)))) 8

(a)   Define electron affinity. why it increases in a period and descrebe in a group in the Periodic Table   (1+1.5+1.5)

������	 NaOH �	������������������ 500CM3 , 0.4M ����������� ((((b))))

(b)   How much NaOH  is required to prepare its 500cm3 , 0.4M Solution.

(a)  Differentiate  the following                                                     4                                                                ����	�����
��� (((( a) X) X) X) X9

���
�

���
� � ii� �����
��
��� (((( i))))

(i)    Molecular  Mass and Molar Mass                                (ii)     Chemical formula mass and Gram formula

 (b) Fine out th  Oxidration Numbers of the:                                                                    3                                       ����	�

������	 ((((b))))

(i)  S in Na2 SO4                 (ii) Mn in K Mn O4            (iii)      Cr2 in K2 Cr2 O 7

Part ------------------------------- III zzzzXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXÎÎÎÎxxxx

Note:- Attempt any TWO questions.                         (Practical)                                 ââââ^̂̂̂::::DDDDÃÃÃÃððððŠŠŠŠzzzzÎÎÎÎZZZZwwwwiiii<<<<XXXX

2 ªªªªììììXXXX cm3 ŠŠŠŠ����‰‰‰‰gggg~~~~ââââùùùù»»»»HHHHwwww (((( a) X) X) X) X 10

8. ((((i) What is the volume of liquid, to the nearest cm3  in the measuring cylinder.(2)



ïïïïttttÃÃÃÃyyyyÏÏÏÏZZZZââââYYYYÃÃÃÃZZZZKKKK§§§§ssssQQQQÇÇÇÇXXXX (ii)

((((ii) Which materials are attracted by a magnet?1x3=(3)

          Material               Attracted by magnet or not    Yes/ No

            Plastic

          Copper

           Iron nails

2 
��	 Raw Material ����  Na2CO3 ####̄̄̄̄ (i XXXX11

i)  Raw material used for the commercial preparation of soda ash Na2CO3is abundantly available in Pakistan. Name that 

Raw material.

3 ììììXXXX Non conductor ZZZZConductor ììììŠŠŠŠgggg̀̀̀̀ffffssss××××ÃÃÃÃZZZZEEEEwwww™™™™DDDDƒƒƒƒññññZZZZyyyy~~~~ÐÐÐÐCCCC HCl ZZZZzzzzgggg NaOH ÔÔÔÔNaCl WWWW\\\\ÃÃÃÃ (ii

ii) You are provided solution of NaCl , NaOH, HCl, demonstrate the conductivity of different given solution by filling the

following table:     3  

Observations Name of Solution Bulb glows/Not glows Result

1 NaCl

2 NaOH

3 HCl

2 ��		 Vapour Pressure 
��
��	�����
���� � i 	� 12

i)  Vapour pressure of which liquid , alcohal and water will be higher at normal temperature.

3 ������
��
���������
��
������
������
�������	������ � ii�

(ii)  If u are provided few Cristials and first heet gently and then strongly. Record your observations in the following table         1x3

Before Heating After Gentle Heating After Strong Heating

Clour of Sugar

Physical  state of Sugar



                              Assessment Scheme 
                    For Computer Science 9th Part I Session 2012-13 & ONWARD  

           Time: 03:00 hrs            Total Marks:- 75 
 

Sr. 
No Chapter No. Weightage  

Distribution 
of Marks 

M.C.Qs Short Answer Questions  Essay Type Questions 
 

Questions relating to 
Practicals 

Allotted Marks  12 Allotted Marks 32 Allotted Marks 21 Allotted Marks 15 

Q. to be asked 12 
Q. to be attempted 12 

Q. to be asked 25 
Q. to be attempted 16 

Q. to be asked 5    
Q. to be attempted 3 

Q. to be asked 3   
Q. to be attempted 2 

Time 15 Minutes                                                       Time 2 Hours & 45 Minutes 

K U A 
Total 

Marks 
K U A 

Total 
Marks 

K U A 
Total 

Marks 
 

1 1 14 13 1 1 0 2 2 2 0 8 1 0 0 3 

Total Question =3 
To Attempt=2 

2 2 10 9 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 4 1 0 0 4 

3 3 11 11 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 6 1 0 0 4 

4 4 10 10 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 6 0 1 0 3 
5 5 16 16 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 8 0 0 1 7 
6 6 15 14 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 6 0 1 0 7 
7 7 10 10 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 4 0 1 0 4 
8 8 14 14 0 1 2 3 1 2 1 8 0 0 1 3 

Total 100% 97+15 4 4 4 12 10 10 5 50 3 3 2 35                  15 
 Important Note:-  1)   K= Knowledge.  U= understanding / Comprehensive   A= Application & Analysis 
 2)  This scheme of Assessment is prepared as per 33% choice in short answer questions, essay questions & questions relating to practicals.  

3)  In order to promote the cause of concept based learning at least 10 % Questions must be unseen questions or of daily life but relating to specified learning outcomes of 
Curricula & Syllabi. This portion will increase @ 10% annually but not more than 30%. 

 4)  The questions relating to practical will be asked from the practical Note Book as per chapter were detail given in the curriculum and syllabi 2006.  
 5)  The Practical will be conducted at the end of 10th Class which is mandatory to qualify for award of certificate. 
       The Practical assessment will be made in the form of grading as per following criteria.  
 A+= 90% & above, A=80% to 89%, B= 70% to 79%, C= 60% to 69%, D= 50% to 59%, E= 40% to 49%, F= Fail = 40% & below 
 



���� 2012-13 ��� (I) ��� �� ����������

12 �� PAPER CODE   -------   � 15 ���

������	�����	�������
���	������� D 	�� C , B , A ���	�� - ���
�������
������������������������	�����	�

Note:-  You have four choices for each objective type question as A, B, C and D.  The choice which you think is correct; fill 

that circle in front of that question number.  Use marker or pen to fill the circles. Cutting or filling two or more circles 

will result in zero mark in that question.

( D ) ( C ) ( B ) ( A ) Questions Q.1 

Micro

Computer 
Mini Computer 

�
Mainframe

Computer
Super Computer 

���� T-90

T-90 computer is an example of 

1

��

Micro

Processor

�. ��
Integrated

Circuit(I.C)

�����

Vacume tube

�

Transistor

��
�	����� ENIAC

The technology used in ENIAC is 

2

Del All Kill *.* Delete *.* Del  *.* ������������	�����
The command which is used to delete 

all files from disk

3

time format chkdisk xcopy ���	����� DOS

One of the Dos "internal" command is 

4

�

Printer

�

Scanner

�

Speaker

�

Monitor

��������������������	��
The device which is used to get "hard

copy" as output

5

���

ROM

��

BIOS

���� 	


Cache

��
Register

��������
�� CPU

Temporary storage location within CPU

is called

6

11 10 1 0 1+ 0.1  + 1 = ��	�	�
In Boolean Algebra, 1+0.1+1=....

7

distributive

law

�������

commutative law

����

conductive law

����

associative law

	��	��

���������  X+Y =Y +X

X+Y=Y+X represents the law of 

8

���

ROM

�����

Hard Disk

���

Compact disk (CD)

��

RAM

�	����
One of the volatile memory is 

9

Sub Track

�

Cylinder

�

Field

�

Sector

������� ÚÚÚÚnnnn,,,,ßßßßnnnn9999ÔÔÔÔ

A subdivision of a track on a magnetic

disk is called.   

10

10100 10011 10010 10110 � 18 �
��� 	�

The decimal number 18 is equal to the

binary number

11

67 32 16 8 ��������	����	�����
Unicode scheme is used for bit code.

12

-.-..-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-
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������
2. Attempt any SIX parts                           [2 x 6 = 12] ÃÃÃÃððððÐÐÐÐZZZZYYYYiiii™™™™,,,, :  2 ÎÎÎÎZZZZwwww����

     (i) Write any two uses of computer simulations in laboratories ������	��� -i

(ii) Define computer program with one example.                                   	���
��	������ -ii

         (iii) Why we prefer compiler over interpreter                        ����
�

�	��
����� -iii

             (iv) State the term EDP                                                                                                           ���	�� EDP-iv

(v) Explain the usefulness of  ports in computer system.                                                      ������
�� -v

          (vi) State the advantage of voice recognition system.                                                               �	�������� 	
��
������ -vi

  (vii) Explain the use of electro thermal printer.                                                                         	����	��� -vii

(viii) Write names of any four operating systems.                                     �������� -viii

(ix) Define seek time.                                                                                         ���
��� -ix

 3. Attempt any FIVE parts                          [2 x 5 = 10] ÃÃÃÃððððZZZZYYYYiiii™™™™,,,, :  3 ÎÎÎÎZZZZwwww����

             (i) Convert (27)10 into binary system.                                                             ��������  (27)
10    i

(ii) State the importance of binary system.                                                       ����	�	���   -ii

(iii) Convert (185.3)
10

 into hexadecimal.                                           ������ �	�
��� 	������ (185.3)

10  
-iii

(iv) Convert (101011)2 into decimal.                   ���
���� 		������ 101011�2 iv

(v) Different between folder and drive    ��	����	�������� v

(vi) Write two benefits of using antivirus program   		���� vi

(vii) what is the use of recyle bin                          ����	��	���� vii

(viii) Define multi tasking                                      ���	��� "  ����
�

" viii

4. Attempt any FIVE parts                          [2 x 5 = 10] ÃÃÃÃððððZZZZYYYYiiii™™™™,,,, :  4 ÎÎÎÎZZZZwwww����

 (i) Why ROM is called Non volatile memory. Explain                                 ���	������ -i

  (ii)  Data is organized on storage devices. Elaborate                              �����	
�

��� -ii

     (iii) Describe the purpose of main memory.                                          ������	���� -iii

(iv) Differentiate between maxterm and minterm in Boolean function.                 ����	��!������� -iv

  (v) State De Morgan's laws                                                                                                            ������	� -v

 (vi) IfX=0,Y=1,Z=0 then find out the  value of X.Y+X.Z+X.Y ������ X.Y + X.Z + X.Y �� x=0, y=1, z=0 -vi

       (vii)  Explain the purpose of "LABEL" command with syntax                          �������	��	
�"	�� -vii

 (viii) Differentiate between XCOPY  and COPY command in DOS? ������ xcopy 	�� copy�DOS - viii

������
Note:- Attempt any Three Question                          [7 x 3 = 21]                             ââââ^̂̂̂::::ÃÃÃÃððððÐÐÐÐ&&&&ÎÎÎÎZZZZwwwwiiii™™™™,,,,

   (a) Differentiate between super computer and mainframe of computers.  [3]              �	��	�����������	���    5 �	��

 (b) Write down data bus and address bus                                     [4]                                . �����
	�����

 (a) Write down four differences between LCD and CRT monitors.          [4]                            ������	��� LCD 	�� CRT �	�� 6 �	��

 (b)  Explain the difference between PROM and EPROM.    [3]        �����	��� EPROM 	�� PROM ���

[5] ��� "�60�68"
#��$�%& ��"��	������ 2's �	���� 7 �	��

�	���
��� 	������� ���

7(a). Calculate"-60-68" using 8-bit, 2's compliment method

 (b)  convert answer in decimal.  [2]



(5) ���������� k-map ��� ((((2)))) ��		���
��� �a� 8 �	��

f(x,y,z) = X.Y.Z + X.Y + X.Y.Z       

8.  (a) Define Boolean expression. 

(b)   Solve the following Boolean function with the help of K-map.     f(x,y,z) = X.Y.Z + X.Y + X.Y.Z

3 ��������� b� 4 �����
�

	��	�������� a� 9 �	��

	a) Differentiate between compiler and interprater

(b)Write down three features of Windows

���
��
�����������	

[1 x 10 = 10] ââââ^̂̂̂::::ÃÃÃÃððððÐÐÐÐÎÎÎÎZZZZwwwwiiii™™™™,,,,

�� 5� �steps ��� rename 	���	����
�	��	�	������ 10 �	��

10.(a)  Write down the steps to create a folder with your name and rename with your roll number on desktop.

�� 5� �steps ��	���������

(b) Write down the steps to change the time and date of your system.

OR ������

�steps ��	����� E:\ ��	��  D:\ 	�����

(a) Write down the steps to copy a folder from D:\drive to E:\. drive.  (5 marks)

�steps ���������  (i) ��

(b) Write down the steps to           (i)  chang desktop background   (2 1/2 marks)

� steps �����   (ii)

                                                       (ii)  Set any screen saver           (2 1/2 marks)

OR ������

[2+2+2+2+2] ��� Steps ��� restore 	�� Close�Minimize�Maximize ��

          How would you maximize , Minimize, Close and restore the window



                   Assessment Scheme  
For English 9th Part I     Session 2012-13 & ONWARD  

Time: 02:30 hrs           Total marks: - 75     

Nature of Question Comprehension & Vocabulary Nature of Question Grammar & Writing Skills 
Oral 

Communication 
Skills 

 
 
 

Synonyms + Words 
for Correct spellings 

Q. asked 
 

Q. attempted 
 

Total 
Marks  

 
 

Format of verb 

Q. asked  
 

Q. attempted 
 

Total 
Marks 

Internal 
assessment by 
the Institution  

 
9 

 
9 

 
9 

 
 
5 

 
 
5 

 
 

5 

Question from Text 
Book 8 5 10 Identification of sentences 5 5 5 

Translation into 
Urdu 3 2 8 Words/Phrases  sentences 8 5 5 

Poem (Summary) & 
Stanza 2 1 5 Letter/Story/Dialogue 3 1 8 

Comprehension 
(unseen paragraph) 6 5 10 

Translation into English 8 5 5 
Change of Voice 5 5 5 

Total 42  33  
 

Important Note:-  1)   K= Knowledge.  U= understanding / Comprehensive   A= Application & Analysis 
2) This scheme of Assessment is prepared as per 33% choice in short answer questions and essay type questions.  
3)   In order to promote the cause of concept based learning at least 10 % Questions must be unseen questions or of daily life but relating to specified learning      

outcomes of Curricula & Syllabi. This portion will increase @ 10% annually but not more than 30%. 
 



Model Paper English (Compulsory) Objective 

Secondary School Part – I (9 th Class) Examination (Session 2012-2013 and onward) 

Total marks: 19   Paper Code_______ Time Allowed: 20 mints 

Note: You have four choices for each objective type question as A, B, C and D. The choice which you think is correct: fill 
that circle in front of that question number. Use marker or pen to fill the circles. Cutting or filling two or more circles will 
result in zero mark in that question. Attempt as many questions as given in objective type question paper and leave others 
blank. Write the letter A, B, C or D in the column (write correct option) against each question. If there is a contradiction in 
the bubble and hand written, bubble option will be considered correct.    
Q. 1 (a) Choose the correct form of verb and fill up the bub bles.                     (5) 

Q Questions (A) (B) (C) (D) 

I When I reached school, the peon 

____________ the bell. 

will have rung     had rung has rung  was ringing 

 

Ii If he came to me, I 

_____________ him. 

shall help  can help shall have 

helped 

would help 

 

Iii  He _____________ the office an 

hour ago. 

 

left has left will have left Leaves 

Iv The teacher with his students 

_______________ cricket now. 

plays has been playing played is playing 

v He ________________in this city 

since 1998. 

lives has been living lived is living 

 

(b) Choose the word with correct spellings         (4)  

Q (A) (B) (C) (D) 

I intigral integral antegral Entegral 

Ii affluence effluesce affluense Affluence 

Iii  enarmity      enormity inarmity Inormity 

iv  chastened chestened chasetened chaistened 

(C) Choose the correct  meanings of the underlined wor d and fill up the bubbles.   (5) 

Q  Questions  (A) (B) (C) (D) 

I i  She always remained 

unswerving.   

 

a  patients form and 

resolute 

ready to face prepared for the 

worst  

 Ii The phrase “Frozen to the 

ground ” means  

frightened calm and quiet motionless restless 

Iii  The word “Accustomed ” means. traditional used to   assured regular 

Iv The word “Quiver ” means  

 

to demonstrate   to shake slightly to act amusingly 

  

to push strongly 

v  I believe one must be versatile .  limited narrow wide all-rounder 

 
(d) Choose the correct option according to the gram mar and fill up the bubbles.              (5)  
Q  Questions  (A) (B) (C) (D) 

I I soon returned home because I 

was upset. This is a  

 

Compound 

sentence 

simple sentence complex 

sentence 

compound and 

complex  

 
Ii Smoking is injurious to health. The 

underlined word is  

 

progressive form 

of verb 

present participle gerund infinite 

Iii  “Patience” is a/an material noun collective noun  uncountable 

noun  

abstract noun  

 

Iv You can put it wherever you like.  

The underlined clause is a/an  

adverbial clause adjective clause noun clause prepositional 

clause 
v The correct pronunciation of 

‘Perilous ” is 

 

perɪləs perəlǽs   pǽrələs   prəlǽs   

 

 

 



Model Paper English (Compulsory) Subjective 

Secondary School Part – I (9 th Class) Examination (Session 2012-2013 and onward) 

Total marks: 56    (Part-1)     Time Allowed: 2:10 hrs 

Q. 2  Answer any five of the following questions.       (2 x 5 = 10)  

i. Why was Hazrat Abu Quhafaa (R.A) worried?  

ii. What happens when media is allowed to play its roll unchecked?  

iii. How do people spend Nauroz holidays?  

iv. What was the ideology of Quaid-e-Azam based on?  

v. Why was a heavy iron chain hung at the entrance of the court? 

vi. To what extent does the recovery of a patient depend upon the doctor and the nurse?  

vii. Initially which aspect of computer affected the author? 

viii. Why has Helen Keller no time to waste in longings? 

     (66% questions from exercises 34% from text)  

Q. 3  Translate any two of the following paragraphs  into Urdu / Re-write into simple English (8) 

 (a) The main source of noise pollution in Pakistan is transportation, construction sites, 

careless use of electronic appliances and loud speech patterns. Noise coming from different modes 

of transport i.e. vehicles airplanes, trains, ships, proves to be highly stressful for human communities. 

With the population growth and development in urban areas, the vehicular traffic has also multiplied.  

 (b) Had we paid heed to his warning and advice, we would not have got entangled into 

petty pursuits that have brought forth only disunity and disharmony among our ranks. Even a casual 

glance at our current socio-political scene and morals can lay bare the bitter fact that we are entirely 

ignoring the very principles for which the great Quaid had struggled so hard.  

(c) Another tradition is to place something sweet such as honey or candy, in a safe place 

outside overnight. On the first morning of the New Year, the first person entering the house brings the 

sweet stuff into the house as another means of attaining a good new year. 

         (From text book) 

Q. 4 Write down the summary of the poem “Stopping b y woods on a snowy evening”.          

by Robert Frost.   OR         (5)    

Explain the following stanza with reference to the context:-  

  The waves beside them danced, but they 

  Out-did the sparkling leaves in glee  

  A poet could not be but gay 

Q. 5 Use any five of the following words / phrases / idioms in your sentences:-   (5) 

        Dexterously, bits and pieces, alarming, a click away, humility, immense, overwhelmed, absolute. 

      (From Text Book)   

Q. 6 Write a letter to your father requesting him t o send you some extra funds for payment of        

hostel dues.            (8) 

OR 

 Write a story with the moral “The Donkey Trapped in His own Trick”.   

OR 

 Write a dialogue between friends about Load Shedding..  

 

 

 

 



Q. 7 Read the following passage and answer the ques tions given at the end.  2x5 =(10) 

  During the perilous journey, it was very difficult for anyone to supply food to Prophet 

Muhammad (S.A.W).  It was such a delicate situation, in which the slightest irresponsibility could have 

endangered the life of the Holy Prophet (S.A.W). This grand task was undertaken by Hazrat Asma 

(R.A), the daughter of Hazrat Abu Bakr (R.A).  Every night Hazrat Asma (R.A) would quietly venture 

towards the shadowy mountains in which lay the cave of Thawr, to take food for the Prophet (S.A.W) 

of Allah and her father, Hazrat Abu Bakr (R.A). 

  

Questions:-  

i. Why was it difficult for Hazrat Asma (R.A) to supply food to the Holy Prophet           

Muhammad (S.A.W)? 

ii. Why was it a delicate situation? 

iii. Where did Hazrat Asma (R.A) use to take food? 

iv. Who was Hazrat Asma (R.A)? 

v. Suggest suitable title to the paragraph.  

Q. 8  Translate any five of the following sentences  into English.    (5) 

 

 

 

       

        

Q. 9 Change the voice of the following.        (5) 

 i  Did you accept my apology?  

  ii Don’t disturb me.  

Iii We love our country very much.  

Iv He will complete his assignment within a week.  

v Who is knocking at the door? 

 



                     Assessment Scheme 
                    For Physics 9th Part I Session 2012-13 & ONWARD  

           Time: 03:00 hrs            Total Marks:- 75 
 

Sr. 
No Chapters Weightage  Distribution 

of Marks 

M.C.Qs Short Answer Questions Essay Type Questions 
 

Questions relating to 
Practicals 

Allotted Marks  12 Allotted Marks 32 Allotted Marks 21 Allotted Marks 10 

Q. to be asked 12 
Q. to be attempted 12 

Q. to be asked 25 
Q. to be attempted 16 

Q. to be asked 5 
Q. to be attempted 3 

Q. to be asked 3 
Q. to be attempted 2 

Time 15 Minutes                                                       Time 2 Hours & 45 Minutes 

K U A 
Total 

Marks 
K U A 

Total 
Marks 

K U A 
Total 

Marks 
 

1 
Physical 

Quantities and 
Measurement 

9   % 8 1 - - 1 1 1 - 4 - 3 - 3 

Question No. 10 =5marks 2 Kinematics 12  % 12 1 1 - 2 2 1 - 6 4 - - 4 
3 Dynamic 13  % 12 1 1 - 2 1 1 1 6 4 - - 4 

4 
Turning Effect 

of Forces 
11  % 11 1 1 - 2 2 1 - 6 - 3 - 3 

5 Gravitation 9  % 9 1 - - 1 1 1 - 4 4 - - 4 

Question No.11=  5marks 
6 

Work and 
Energy 

12  % 12 1 - - 1 2 1 1 8 - 3 - 3 

7 
Properties of 

Matter 
12  % 12 1 - - 1 1 1 - 4 4 3 - 7 

8 
Thermal 

Properties of 
Matter 

13  % 12 1 - - 1 2 1 1 8 - 3 - 3 
Question No.12 =5 marks 

9 
Transfer of 

Heat 
9   % 9 1 - - 1 1 1 - 4 4 - - 4 

Total 100 % 97+15 12 50 35 15 
 Important Note:-  1)   K= Knowledge.  U= understanding / Comprehensive   A= Application & Analysis 
 2)  This scheme of Assessment is prepared as per 33% choice in short answer questions, essay questions & questions relating to practicals.  

3)  In order to promote the cause of concept based learning at least 10 % Questions must be unseen questions or of daily life but relating to specified learning outcomes of 
Curricula & Syllabi. This portion will increase @ 10% annually but not more than 30%. 

 4)  The questions relating to practical will be asked from the practical Note Book as per chapter were detail given in the curriculum and syllabi 2006.  
 5)  The Practical will be conducted at the end of 10th Class which is mandatory to qualify for award of certificate. 
       The Practical assessment will be made in the form of grading as per following criteria.  
 A+= 90% & above, A=80% to 89%, B= 70% to 79%, C= 60% to 69%, D= 50% to 59%, E= 40% to 49%, F= Fail = 40% & below 



(I) ��� � ��� 2012-13 ��� �� ������������
12 �� Paper Code  ---- � 15 ���

������	�����	��������
����	������� D 	�� C , B , A ���	���� - ���
��������
�������������������	����	�����
�

Note:-  You have four choices for each objective type question as A, B, C and D.  The choice which you think is correct; fill 

that circle in front of that question number.  Use marker or pen to fill the circles. Cutting or filling two or more circles 

will result in zero mark in that question.

( D ) ( C ) ( B ) ( A ) QUESTIONS Q. 1

��

Four

�

Three

��

Two One

The number of        �	���
��	�� 210.0g

 significant figures in 210.0 g are

1

������
Rotatory

motion

�	�����
Vibratory

motion

����
Circular

motion

�����
Random

motion

���	�	���� 	
�
The spinning motion of a body around its

own axis is called

2

One Newton(N) is equal to       � 3

Rate of change        �
���� 	
���������

of momentum can be written as

4

���������� �F �����
����
The magnitude of Resultant force (F) is given by

5

N m
-1

 Kg
-2

N m Kg
-1 ����

�	�
�� S.I

The S.I unit of gravitational constant is             

6

��������� �	����	�������� 
	���������� h ��

Formula for orbital velocity of satellite at

height h is

7

�
���� 	
�

Momentum

��

Torque

��

Power

�

Energy

����������
Rate of doing work is called

8

One pascal is equal to             � 9

pgl pgh Pga pgv ���	������
Up thrust of liquid is given by

10

	���	����� �	
�������� 	
� �	����� �	
����	��	
������� 	�
�


����� ��
The relation between coefficient of volume

  expansion  and linear expansion 

is  

11

Temperature

���

Time

��

Length

��

Area

Rate of flow        �	���������
of heat is inversely proportional to

12
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Part ------------------------------- I zzzzXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZZZZzzzzwwww

2. Answer any SIX parts from the followings:-            (12)            ZZZZÆÆÆÆ™™™™,,,,XXXX bbbb ŠŠŠŠgggg̀`̀̀ffffssss~~~~ÐÐÐÐÃÃÃÃððððÐÐÐÐ XXXX2

��������
�	


�	
�������	������� (ii) ��	������	��
������ (i)      

����	�����������������	���� (iv) �	��	����������	���� (iii)   

��	����� �!��� �		
������	���� (vi) ��	����������� (v) 

����������	��	�������� 	 (vii)

�	�����	���������������������
� �� r � � � ���	���� m ���� (viii)     

�	�	���� 	����	��� 2 ��������� (ix)

(i)  Define base and derived quantities.   (ii)  Describe scientific notation? Give an example.   (iii) Differentiate

between physical balance and electronic balance. (iv)  Differentiate between circular motion and rotatory motion.

(v)  Define scalars and vectors.   (vi)  Differentiate between distance and displacement.   (vii)  Define limiting friction

and write its mathematical form.   (viii)  For a body of mass "m" moving in a circle of radius "r". If its velocity is

doubled, what will be the effect on value of centripetal force.   (ix)  Calculate the value of force acting on a body of

mass 2 kg and    produces an acceleration of 2 ms-2 in it.

  3. Answer any FIVE parts from the followings:-      (10)            ŠŠŠŠgggg̀`̀̀ffffssss~~~~ÐÐÐÐÃÃÃÃððððZZZZÆÆÆÆ™™™™,,,,XXXX XXXX 3

���	�������	��		����� ����	�� X - axis �� F ���� (i)

������������
�  (ii)        

�
��"���

		�
����� 	����������
����� (iv) ���	�������	��	������� (iii)   

�� SI ��������	��	�� (vi) ��������
���� g �� (v) 

��������	������� 4 �� 2� (viii) �������	����� 	 (vii)

(i) A force "F" is acting on  a body at an angle  with x-axis. Write the magnitude of horizontal and                 

 vertical components of the force.  (ii)   On doubling the moment arm, find its effect on the value of torque.

  (iii)  Define law of gravitation and write its mathematical form.  (iv)  Why are communication satellites stationed at

geostationary orbits?   (v)  Why is the value of "g" different at different places?  (vi)  Define work and write its S.I 

unit.   (vii)  Write the names of any four forms of Energy.   (viii)  A machine does 4 Joule of work in 2 sec, calculate

its power.  

4. Answer any FIVE parts from the followings:-        (10)        ŠŠŠŠgggg̀`̀̀ffffssss~~~~ÐÐÐÐÃÃÃÃððððZZZZÆÆÆÆ™™™™,,,,XXXX XXXX4

���	������������
�� (ii) ���	���		�� (i)      

���	��	���		�� (iv) ����	�������	����� (iii)   

�	�������������	��	������� (vi) ����	��������� �	�� (v) 

����������
	����� (viii) �	�������������� � (vii)

 (i)   On what factors pressure of a liquid depends?.   (ii)  Define principle of floatation. Why a wooden block

floats on surface of water?.   (iii)   Write any two uses of thermal expansion in our daily life.   (iv)  On what factors  

 evaporation of liquid depends?.   (v)  Calculate the value of latent heat of fusion of 4 kg of ice at

(vi)   Define rate of flow of heat and write its mathematical form.   (vii)  Differentiate between land and sea breezes.   

(viii)  Why is it not advisable to wear dark colour clothes in summer season?.

( P   T     O  )
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Part ------------------------------- II zzzzXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXŠŠŠŠzzzzxxxx
Note: Attempt any Three questions.   7x3=21       ÎÎÎÎZZZZÑÑÑÑ]]]]ÆÆÆÆ™™™™,,,,XXXX &&&& ÃÃÃÃððððÐÐÐÐ ââââ^̂̂̂XXXX

4   �������		������� � ��	
� 5

       3   ���������	������������

5.  (a)  Derive Second Equation of Motion with the help of Graph.                                          4               

      (b)    Find the mass of a small stone by a Physical Balance.                                                                        3

 1+3 ���������	��	�������� � ��	
� 6

 3    �����	��������� 4.4N 	�� 3.8N ���	���������
���������
�
 ���

6.     (a)  Define Centripetal force & Derive its formula.                                                            1+3           

(b)   A Picture frame is hanging by two vertical strings. The tension in the strings are 3.8 N & 4.4N. Find the weight of

the picture frame.                                                                                                                              3

   1+3      KE=1/2mv
2 ��	
��������	�� ��	
� 7

3  ���������	�������� 
	������ 850 
������ 	���� ���

7.  (a)  Define kinetic Energy and prove that KE=1/2mv
2

.                                                               1+3

     (b)   A Polar satellite is launched at 850 KM above Earth. Find its Orbital Speed.                            3  

1+3 ��	
�����	������������ 8

��	����� 2.55gcm-3 ��	��	�������	���������!# 	
�
306g ����������� 5 ���

3 �	������

 8.  (a)  Define Pressure. Drive an expression for the pressure in liquids.                                             1+3

(b)   A Cube of glass of 5cm side and mass 306g has a Cavity inside it. If the density of glass if 2.55gcm -3. Find    

             the volume of the cavity.                                                                                                                3

      1+3 ��	
��	���������	����	�������	�������	��� 9

�	����� 1mm �����	����� 10,000 N �	�	�
 �� 1 ���

 3     
��$� 	
%
���������

9.  (a)  Define thermal expansion and derive an expression for linear thermal expansions in solids.      1+3

(b)  A steel wire 1 m long has cross sectional area  is stretched through 1mm by a force of 10000 N.       

      Find the Young's modulus of the wire.                                                                                                    3

Part ------------------------------- III (Practical Part) zzzzXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXÎÎÎÎxxxx

Attempt any two Questions                          5x2=10 ������	����� ����

5 ����� "W1" ��	�������������	���������� 	 �	����	����� 50cm ��	� 10

10.  A meter rod is balanced at 50 cm. Weights are suspended as shown in the fig. Find unknown weight (W1) by 

using principle of moments.                                                                                                                5

������� ���	����&�'��� 		��� 0.02cm �	�

	
%

	�������	���� XXXX 11

5 �����

11- Differentiate between positive and negative zero error. Apply zero correction on a cylinder of diameter 0.81 cm      

measured by a vernier calliper having positive zero error 0.02 cm. Find corrected dimater of cylinder                 5



5 	����������������	�
������������� �12

12-   Draw a graph between time & tempeture when ice is converted in to steam by slow heating with the help of   

          following table.                                                                                                      5

time (min) 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26

Temp(C0) -30 -20 0 0 0 20 40 60 80 100 100 100 100 120
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